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Abstract
Service-based systems have many applications,
including collaborative research and development, ebusiness, health care, environmental control, military
applications, and homeland security. Service coordination
is required for these systems to coordinate distributed
activities. To achieve adaptive service coordination under
changing environment and workload, situation-awareness
is needed. In this paper, a model is presented for situationawareness (SAW) requirements in service-based systems.
Based on this model, SAW agents are developed to
incorporate
situation-awareness
and
adaptive
coordination in service-based systems.
Keywords: Situation-awareness requirements, serviceoriented architecture, adaptive service coordination,
situation-awareness agents, service-based systems.

1. Introduction
Service-based systems have the major advantage of
enabling rapid composition of distributed applications,
regardless of the programming languages and platforms
used in developing and running the applications. ServiceOriented Architecture [1] has been adopted in many
distributed systems, such as Grid and Global Information
Grid (GIG) [2], in various application domains, including
collaborative research and development, e-business, health
care, environmental control, military applications and
homeland security. In these systems, various capabilities
are provided by different organizations as services and
interconnected by various types of networks. We consider
a service as a software/hardware entity with well-defined
interfaces to provide certain capability over wired or
wireless networks using standard protocols, such as HTTP
and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). The services
can be integrated following specific workflows, which are
series of cooperating and coordinated activities designed to
achieve users’ goals. Service coordination is required to
ensure the correctness of workflow execution. Service
coordination is a process of locating participant services,

monitoring their status, invoking proper services, and
propagating necessary information among them to ensure
the correct results obtained from the coordinated
participant services. In service-based systems, service
coordination needs to be adaptive because (1) services
may be unavailable or cannot provide desirable QoS due to
distributed denial-of-service attacks, system failures or
system overload, (2) workflows may need to be adapted
when the situation changes in order to satisfy the
requirements, and (3) new workflows may be generated in
runtime to fulfill users’ new requirements.
To achieve adaptive service coordination, situationawareness (SAW), which is the capability of being aware
of situations and adapting the system’s behavior
accordingly [3, 4], is needed for checking whether a
service can be invoked and adapting new workflows. A
situation is a set of contexts in the application over a
period of time that affects future system behavior [3, 4]. A
context is any instantaneous, detectable, and relevant
property of the environment, the system, or users, such as
location, available bandwidth and a user’s schedule.
In this paper, we will present a model for SAW in
service-based systems. Based on this model, we will
develop SAW agents to incorporate SAW and adaptive
coordination in service-based systems.

2. Current State of the Art
Situation-awareness has been studied in artificial
intelligence [5], human-computer interactions [6] and data
fusion community [7]. Situation Calculus and its
extensions [8-11] were developed for describing and
reasoning how actions and other events affecting the
world. A situation is considered as a complete state of the
world and cannot be fully described, which leads to the
well-known frame problem and ramification problem [9].
A core SAW ontology [12, 13] refers a situation as a
collection of situation objects, including objects, relations
and other situations. However, it does not address how to
verify the specification and perform situation analysis.

Substantial work has been done on service coordination
[14-18]. Industrial standards, such as WS-Coordination
[14] and WS-CF [15], aim at providing standard and
extensible coordination frameworks to support coordinated
workflows on web services, but do not provide techniques
for achieving adaptive service coordination. To coordinate
distributed systems, a formal specification framework [16]
was developed for modeling dynamically changing
contexts and rules in reactive systems. MARS [17]
promotes context dependent coordination by incorporating
programmable coordination media in distributed systems.
EgoSpaces [18] introduced a coordination model and a
middleware for specifying and managing agent-centered
contexts to facilitate easy application development in
mobile ad hoc environments. These approaches only use
current contexts in service coordination and do not
consider variations of contexts over a period of time,
which are important information for service coordination.

3. Our Approach
In this section, we will present our approach to
incorporating SAW for adaptive coordination in servicebased systems. It consists of two major parts:
(1) Modeling and specifying SAW for adaptive service
coordination.
(2) Developing SAW agents for adaptive service
coordination.
It is assumed that there is a mission planner (MP) [20,
21] or its equivalent in a service-based system, which
accepts goals specified by users and generates execution
plans based on available services and current situation.
The generated execution plan is a series of service
compositions to be executed in order to fulfill the overall
goal. A step (service invocation) in the execution plan may
have certain dependencies on situations, i.e., a step can be
executed only when a certain situation is detected. The
execution plan can be decomposed [19] and delivered to
SAW agents for execution. Figure 1 depicts the
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interactions among services, SAW agents, and the MP.
An MP must be able to perform planning based on
partial domain information, i.e. the MP does not know all
the information related to the execution environment and
services at the time of planning. This requirement for MP
is needed because there is usually no central control on
adding/removing services in service-based systems and
services may be unavailable without notifying users. This
requirement makes traditional planners, such as TAL
planner [20] unsuitable. Instead, planners with CTR-S [21]
or other adaptive workflow synthesis techniques [22]
should be used. However, a consequence of planning with
partial domain information is that although the generated
workflows are always sound at the time of planning, these
workflows might be non-executable during their execution
due to dependency violations in a service invocation
caused by situation changes by uncontrollable external
agents. Due to this difficulty, we develop SAW agents to
coordinate the services in the execution plan. In the
following subsections, we will present our model for SAW
and the design of SAW agents.

3.1. Modeling and Specifying SAW for Adaptive
Service Coordination
We consider a service as a process, which can accept
inputs from other processes and produce outputs. Hence, a
service-based system can be considered as a collection of
parallel processes, each of which can send/retrieve data
to/from other processes. Consequently, the service
coordination in such a system becomes the coordination of
these parallel processes.
Before we present the SAW agents, we need to model
SAW for adaptive service coordination, which includes
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Figure 1. SAW agents for adaptive
service coordination
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Figure 2. A conceptual view of our model for
SAW for adaptive service coordination

two aspects: (1) modeling situations, and (2) modeling the
relations between situations and processes.
Figure 2 shows a conceptual view of our model. Since
context acquisition and operations on contexts are highly
domain-specific and often involve low-level system
processes, our model will not include the ways contexts
are collected and the semantics of operations on contexts.
Instead, we assume that each context is collected
periodically by invoking at least one service in a servicebased system, and that a service that can collect a context
also implement operations for preprocessing this context.
Def. 1: A context is a measurable property of the
environment, the system or users:
• ci is the unique name of a context
• τi = contextType(ci), the context type of ci.
• Di = domainOf(τi), the value domain of τi.
Def. 2: A context instance Iix of the context ci is a
quintuple (ci, τj, vk, tx, lm), where τj = contextType(ci), vk ∈
domainOf(τj), tx is a timestamp, and lm is a location
identifier. Given Iix = (ci, τj, vk, tx, lm), the following two
functions are defined: valOfIns(ci, tx) = vk, which returns
the value of a context at a particular time, and locOfIns(ci,
tx) = lm, which returns where the context is measured.
Def. 3: An argument arg is one of the following:
• a constant value in a context value domain Di
• a variable ranging over a context value domain Di
• valOfIns(ci, t), in which t is a time variable
• locOfIns(ci, t), in which t is a time variable
An arg is bounded if it is a constant, a variable with a
value vx (∈ Di) assigned to it, or the return value of
valOfIns(ci, t) or locOfIns(ci, t) at a given time stamp t.
Def. 4: Given a set of arguments, {arg1, …, argn} ⊆ Di,
two types of context operators are defined as follows:
• Boolean operators: opi(arg1, …, argn) = true | false
• Value operators: opj(arg1, …, argn) = v ∈ Di
Def. 5: A term is either an application of a context
operator, op(arg1, …, argn), or a nested application of
context operators, op(term1 | arg1, …, termn | argn).
Def. 6: An atomic situation, aSi is a term which returns
boolean values. It can be expressed as follows: aSi(x1, …,
xm) ≡ op(arg1, …, argn) | op(term1 | arg1, …, termn | argn),
where op is a boolean operator, and x1, …, xm are all
unbounded arguments of op.
Def. 7: A composite situation, cSi, is defined as follows:
1) cSi ≡ aSx; 2) cSi ≡ ¬ cSx | cSx ∧ cSy | cSx ∨ cSy; 3) cSi ≡
P(cSx, ω , ε): cSx was true sometime within [now-ω, nowω+ε]; 4) cSi ≡ H(cSx, ω , ε): cSx was always true within
[now-ω, now-ω+ε]; 5) cSi ≡ Know(cSx, ϕ): The process ϕ
knows that cSx is true; 6) All composite situations are
defined by recursively applying (1) – (5). ¬, ∧, ∨, P, H,
and Know are situation operators.

Def. 8: Let s0 and s1 be situations, and σ and ϕ processes.
Five basic relations between situations and processes are
defined as follows:
1) precondition(ϕ, s0): s0 must be true when ϕ can be
executed. 2) do(ϕ, s0, s1): The execution of ϕ makes s1 true
when s0 is true. 3) trigger(σ, ϕ, s0): When σ knows that s0
is true, σ triggers ϕ. This relation models the reactive
behaviors of processes. 4) tell(σ, ϕ, s0): σ sends ϕ the
information about s0. This relation models the knowledge
sharing between processes. 5) prefer(s0, σ, ϕ): When s0 is
true, it is preferable to use σ instead of ϕ. This relation
models the preferences on the usage of processes.
Definition 9: A model M for SAW in a service-based
system is a tuple (C, T, L, S, Φ, R, CH), where C is the set
of definitions of the contexts in the system, T is the set of
timestamps appeared in the system since the system started
to run, L is the set of possible location identifiers in the
system, S is the set of definitions of the situations in the
system, Φ is the set of processes in the system, R is the set
of relations between situations and processes defined in
the system, and CH is the context history, which consists
of instances of the contexts in the system.
M is an abstract model since the actual representation
of T and L, and the size of CH depends on the system to be
modeled.
Our model for SAW in service-based systems has
strong expressive power because of the following reasons:
 Based on Defs 4 and 7, our model can capture
temporal relations among instances of contexts.
 Based on Def. 8, our model allows service providers
and developers to define the situations that trigger,
allow or prohibit the execution of processes in the
service-based system.
 Based on Def. 8, our model allows users to express
their preferences on the usage of services.
 Using the five basic relations in Def. 8, our model
allows modeling control structures, which are
commonly used in service coordination.
 Our model can be used to express the situation that
timestamped common knowledge [23], which is very
important for the coordination of distributed
processes, is attained among distributed processes.
The following are the properties of our model M, which
are useful in developing the SAW agents:
P1) Given M for SAW in a service-based system, the
definition of a situation s0, and a timestamp t0 in T, the
question “Does M satisfy s0 at t0?” is decidable.
P2) Given M for SAW in a service-based system, and the
definitions of situations s0 and s1, the question “Does
s0 implies s1?” is decidable.
P3) Given M for SAW in a service-based system, the
definition of a situation s0, and the fact that M has not
satisfied s0 since the system started to run, the
question “Is it possible that M will satisfy s0 sometime

in the future?” is decidable if the contexts involved in
the definition of s0 have finite context value domains.
Based on our model, a formal specification language
can be derived to specify SAW in service-based systems.
The specifications will be used by the MP to generate
suitable execution plans. As a proof-of-concept, we will
show an example in Section 4 using Transaction F-Logic
[24] to specify SAW requirements.

3.2 Design of SAW Agents
SAW agents are distributed autonomous software
entities, which should have the following capabilities to
support situation analysis and service coordination:
C1) Participant service management. SAW agents
should be able to accept “join” or “leave” requests
from participant services, monitor their status, select
and invoke appropriate services when needed, and
report their status to other agents or the MP.
C2) Agent discovery. An SAW agent should advertise its
existence and allow other agents or MP to query its
configuration, including participant services managed
by the agent, and context and situation information
provided by the agent. This is necessary for the
cooperation of multiple SAW agents and the MP to
support situation analysis and service coordination.
C3) Context acquisition and situation analysis. An
SAW agent should collect contexts from its
participant
services
and
analyze
situations
continuously based on its configuration.
With these capabilities, SAW agents can adaptively
coordinate services in execution plans as follows:
(1) In each step of execution, SAW agents check whether
all the dependencies on situations are satisfied.
(2) If the dependency on a situation is not satisfied, SAW
agents will check whether the step can be undone.
(3) If the step is undoable, SAW agents will first undo the
step and then search for an alternative service.
(4) If an alternative service is found, SAW agents will
resume the execution using the alternative service.
Otherwise, SAW agents will notify MP to do the replanning to find an alternative workflow.
Multiple SAW agents in a service-based system will
form a hierarchy to process situation information and
coordinate workflow execution. In this hierarchy, the
agents in lower levels often do not have direct interactions
with users, and perform some simple tasks, such as
collecting contexts, recognizing atomic situations, or
controlling the invocation of one or several services. The
agents in higher levels usually have more interactions with
users and need to perform more complex tasks, such as
recognizing composite situations, discovering other agents
and services for coordinating the workflow execution, and
adapting workflows. Hence, agents at higher levels need to
be reconfigured more often than the agents in lower levels.

Based on this, two types of SAW agents are used in the
system to achieve a balance between reconfigurability and
performance:
(I) SAW agents with internal knowledge bases. An
SAW agent with an internal knowledge base stores the
definitions of contexts and situations, and the relations
between situations and processes in its knowledge base.
Such an SAW agent performs situation analysis, and
determines processes to be triggered by reasoning with
knowledge in its knowledge base. Depending on the
formal language based on our model, a corresponding
inference engine can be used to provide reasoning support.
For example, if we choose Transaction F-Logic to specify
SAW in a service-based system based on our model,
Flora-2 [25] can be used.
This type of SAW agents can be easily reconfigured by
updating its internal knowledge base, and can support the
adaptation of workflows. However, such SAW agents are
heavyweight and it is difficult to maintain consistency of
the knowledge bases of multiple agents, especially when
the number of agents is large. Hence, we only use this type
of SAW agents in higher levels of the hierarchy, where
only a few high level agents with more frequent
reconfiguration are expected.
(II) SAW agents as finite state machines (FSM). In [26],
agents are modeled as FSMs, and they are used to monitor
certain variables, change their states based on the update
values of monitored variables, and output some variables
monitored by other agents during the transition from one
state to another. It can be easily shown that situations
defined by our model can be detected by FSMs:
o An atomic situation can be detected by a two-state
A two-state machine M0 for an atomic situation aS0 = op(arg1, ? argn)
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Figure 3. A state machine for detecting an
atomic situation
machine as shown in Figure 3.
o A composite situation can be detected by a more
complex FSM generated by combining FSMs for
detecting the atomic situations.
This type of SAW agents is lightweight, does not
require maintenance of their internal knowledge bases, and
can be automatically generated from the model of SAW.
However, the reconfiguration of such agents is difficult. In
order to improve the performance of the system, we use
this type of SAW agents in lower levels of the hierarchy,
where less reconfiguration is expected.
There is no clear boundary in the hierarchy of SAW
agents indicating which types of agents should be used at
what level. Further investigation is needed to analyze the

tradeoff between reconfigurability and performance, and
develop design methods for generating optimal or suboptimal designs of service-based systems using SAW
agents for adaptive service coordination.

4. An Example
To illustrate our approach, consider the following “ship
rescue” example: A passenger ship (BS) with 200
passengers on board has trouble and may be sinking. There
are two nearby ports P1 and P2, and each port has a
hospital. There are two rescue ships, A and B at P1 and P2
respectively. Both ships have enough capacity to hold 200
passengers, but only B has a helicopter H on-board. A
rescue center RC is responsible for coordinating rescue
operations. Five services are involved in this example:
• SBS: the service on BS for sending out SOS signal with
various context data, including the number of lifethreatening injuries.
• SH: the rescue service which controls the helicopter H
on B to perform rescue operations.
• SA: the rescue service which controls A to perform
rescue operations.
• SB: the rescue service which controls B to perform
rescue operations. SB may invoke SH.
• SRC: the service at the rescue center RC which receives
information from other services, analyzes the received
information and plans rescue operations.
Upon detecting the situation “An SOS signal is detected
from ship BS”, SRC automatically generates a plan to
perform necessary rescue operations for BS. At first, there
is no injury report about the passengers from BS. SRC
discovers the nearby rescue services (SA and SB), and
selects SA to perform the rescue mission since A is closer
to BS. However, after A is on the way to BS, another report
from BS comes indicating several life-threatening injuries
caused by an explosion just happened on BS. A is unable
to reach BS and return to P1 fast enough to save the
injured passengers. Hence, SRC finds SB and SH to rescue
the injured passengers on BS.

We will use Transaction F-Logic to specify the SAW
requirements in the example. Due to the limited space,
only parts of the specifications are shown here:
/* ontology for context classes*/
ship[status(t)*=>string, shipLoc(t)*=>location].
passengerShip::ship[ life_threaten(t)=>integer,
passengers=>> passenger,
lifeThreaten_passsengers=>>passenger].
rescueShip::ship[helicop=>helicopter,
load(passengers)=>boolean, …].
……
/* Rules for situations*/
/* BShip is at helicopter’s reachable range*/
withinRange(RShip, PShip, Port, Time):RShip:rescueShip, PShip:passengerShip,
RShip[helicop→H], H[range→D],
distance(RShip, PShip, Time, D1),
distance(PShip, Port, Time, D2), D1 + D2 < D.
……
/* Facts */
BS:passengerShip [status(0)→"Normal", injury(0)→0,
life_threaten(0)→0, … ].
……
BS:passengerShip [status(68)→"SOS ", injury(68)→38,
life_threaten(68)→5, … ].
……

 Situation-triggered mission planning
Two SAW agents, a rescue center agent (RC agent) and
a ship agent were developed to monitor SRC and ships (A,
B, BS) respectively. Each of them maintains its internal
knowledge base storing collected contexts. The RC agent
periodically checks the situation “An SOS signal is
detected from a passenger ship” by querying
detectSOS(PShip, Now) from its knowledge base.
Whenever the result is true, the RC agent will send the
situation and PShip’s information to the MP to trigger a
workflow planning process.
We assume that the MP uses CTR-S for workflow
planning as shown in Figure 4. The CTR-S formula F1
states that a rescue ship service (rescueShip) that satisfies
all dependencies (Dependencies) and the goal (GOAL)
should be identified and
(F1) rescued(passengerShip) ← rescueShip ∧ Dependencies ∧ GOAL
scheduled. In this example,
Depedencies : [detectSOS(passengerShip,Now)] → A ∨ B
two rescue ship services (A
∧ [lifeThreaten(passengerShip,Now)] → B
and B) are available.
∧ [withinRange(rescueShip,passengerShip,port, Now)] → B.helicop
F1 is used for workflow
[detectSOS(passengerShip,Now)] → rescueShip.load(passengerShip.passengers)
GOAL :
generation. F2, F3 and F4 are
∨ [lifeThreaten(passengerShip,Now)] → (rescueShip.load(passengerShip.passengers)
the generated workflows. The
∧ rescueShip.helicop.load(passengerShip.lifeThreaten_passengers))
Dependencies in F1 indicates
(F2) wf1 ← A.moveTo(BS.shipLoc) ⊗ ((¬[lifeThreathen(BS, Now)] ⊗ A.load(BS.passengers))
that when SOS signal is
∨ ([lifeThreaten(BS, Now)] ⊗ rescueShip))
detected, either A or B could
(F3) wf new ← wf1 ∧ ¬A
be used to rescue the passenger
(F4) wf2 ← B. moveTo(BS.shipLoc) | ([withinRange(B, BS, P1, Now)] → B. helicop.flyTo(BS.shipLoc))
ship. If there are passengers
⊗ B.helicop.load(BS.lifeThreaten_passengers) ⊗ B.load(BS.passengers)
have life threatening juries, B
Figure 4. CTR-S formulas for workflow generation (F1)
should be used. Helicopter onand generated workflows (F2-F4)
board could only be sent out

when BS is within H’s reachable range. The GOAL
indicates that use a rescue ship to load passengers if no life
threatening injury is detected. Otherwise, use a rescue ship
with helicopter on-board to load injured passengers.
F2 shows the initial workflow, in which A needs to
move to the location of BS first, and load the passengers
on BS if no passenger has life threatening injury.
Otherwise, another rescue ship (with helicopter on-board)
needs to be used.
 Workflow execution
Workflow defined by F2 is sent to the ship agent,
which monitors the two rescue ship services (A and B).
The ship agent finds A and invokes its moveTo action. At
the same time, the ship agent periodically queries whether
there are life threatening injuries detected in BS.
 Workflow adaptation
When a ship agent detects that several people have life
threatening injuries, the ship agent will undo the A’s
moveTo action and try to adapt the workflow without the
help of MP by finding an alterative service that can be
used under current situation and resuming the execution of
the remaining workflow. F3 will be used by the ship agent
to find such an alternative service. F4 corresponds to such
an adapted workflow: B will move to BS. When B gets into
its H’s reachable range, H will fly to BS and load the lifethreatening passengers. B will load the remaining
passengers after reaches BS. If such an alternative service
cannot be found, the ship agent will notify MP with the
situation violation, and MP will do re-planning from the
current situation.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented an approach to
incorporating SAW for adaptive coordination in servicebased systems. A model for SAW and the design of SAW
agents based on the model to enable adaptive coordination
in service-based systems have been presented. Future work
in this direction includes incorporation of other QoS, such
as security and real-time, in the service coordination, and
development of software tools for SAW agent
specification, verification, generation and deployment, as
well as support for agent mobility.
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